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Design No.: ANC0003-39

Designed by Arorua

Christmas 
embroidered 

napkin



1 x #00898 #00267 #00013 
Anchor Lamé 8 m - # (Colour nº) 1 x #00300

Nº 5-7 20 x 14 cm
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Christmas embroidered napkin
MATERIAL USED:
Linen or cotton napkin; Embroidery hoop; Scissors; Anchor stranded cot-
ton 8 m and Anchor lamé 8 m Embroidery floss

STITCHES USED: 
Please refer to the sketch to reference the stitches used  and the number of 
strands used. In the embroidery pattern the color code of Anchor Embroi-
dery Floss is indicated by “#”..

INSTRUCTIONS: 
You can apply this embroidery pattern onto any linen or cotton napkin.
Print the pattern.
Trace the pattern onto the napkin (see tips for transferring patterns).
Place the napkin in the embroidery hoop. 
Embroider text with whipped back stitch.
Embroider stems with stem stitch. 
Embroider leafs with lazy daisy stitch.
Embroider flower with bullion loop. For bullion loop, the size depends on 
the number of strands and wraps. This number is indicated in the embroi-
dery pattern. 
Embroider heart with french knots.

TRANSFERRING PATTERNS: 
There are several methods for transferring embroidery designs to fabric. 
Different ways work better for different types of fabric. 
Light method (this method works for light-weight and light-colored fab-
rics). Tracing patterns using a light table or a window. Tape embroidery 
design to a table or window and secure the fabric over it so you can see 
the pattern lines through the fabric. For tracing pattern you can use a wa-
ter-soluble fabric marker or an ordinary pencil.
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Embroidery

Intermediate

Carbon paper method (this method works for darker colored fabrics). Place 
your fabric on a hard surface, set a piece of carbon paper on top of it (use 
a color carbon paper that contrasts the color of fabric) and the pattern on 
top of that. Trace the pattern lines with a pencil. 
Silk paper method (this method works well for thick fabrics like felt). Trace 
the pattern onto silk paper, pin the paper to the fabric, and stitch right 
through the paper and the fabric together. When you finish remove the 
paper. 

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS:
All our threads are produced in accordance with Oeko-Tex standards. PH 
values are tested and all our colour dye lots adhere to Global fastness stand-
ards. However, it is important to follow our thread washing instructions. Par-
ticularly with dark colors, excess dye can remain on the thread. To minimise 
any potential bleeding of excess dyestuff it is important to wash the products 
in THE HOTTEST TEMPERATURE possible, in accordance with the speci-
fications of the fabrics, and use a large amount of water. Please make sure 
that you also follow the fabric washing instructions where appropriate. As a  
precaution, you can also use decolorating sheets that you can find in any 
supermarket.
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